Pre-Separators and Vacuum Hoppers for Industrial Vacuum Systems

**Bulk Hopper**  High Vacuum Series

*In-line material collection hoppers roll forward and self unload.* Fabricated of 1/4" plate steel and designed for severe, industrial use.

**Standard features:**

» Stiffened to withstand 20" Hg.
» Internal baffle plate
» Roll forward safety chain

**Options:**

» Chip screen and drain valve
» 6" heavy duty casters

1.0 Yrd3 with cam connectors

---

**Top Hat**  Wet & Dry Drum Filler

*Turn any 55 Gallon drum into a cyclone separator.* Capture 85% of fines and 100% aggregate before it gets to your filters.

Fabricated of 12 Ga. painted steel or 11 Ga. aluminum.

**Options:**

» Inlet Wearplate
» Internal Filter
» Drum Dolly

Aluminum version with cams. Rubber gasket creates seal.

Please specify inlet and outlet hose connection size and type at time of order.
SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
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Wet Separator  15 US Gallons.

Intended for use with liquids only.

Comes complete with float valve shut-off, drain valve, and cart assembly as shown.

Fabricated in painted steel or polished 304 stainless steel.

Use with 1.5" and 2.0" diameter hoses only.

Connection hose extra

Primary Separator

Cyclonic type or Impaction type (as shown)

Intended to separate bulk material in a central vacuum system. Normally used to discharge material in places where a filter receiver can not fit.

Fabricated of painted steel or stainless steel.

Options:

» Choice of discharge valves
» Level Switch
» Sprinkler head

Please specify inlet and outlet connection size and type at time of order.

A number of different discharge valves are available. Steel structural is extra.